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Introduction
“all tweets are satire and expire after 24 hours”

What makes Ruben such a notorious figure in the
Roblox community? Is it his contact with the
admins of the game? Is it his million dollar
lawsuit which almost ruined his career? Or is it
something more, something that he does on a daily
basis that harms people and is a factor in
radicalizing members of the Roblox community?

Let me cut to the truth; Ruben believes in these
opinions on Twitter he makes almost daily and
actively propagates them to his impressionable
fanbase.

You may be asking why this is a problem, and the
truth is that one or two comments isn’t the
biggest deal in the world. Yeah yeah, there are
lots of other accounts doing it, but the
accumulation of these comments and the
propagation/glorification of said ideals
constantly is what causes a problem, and it can
influence his community, which it has.

Every single time a take comes up which shows
Ruben as a negative person, he either



1) Shows information about the person he’s
talking about to paint them as a terrible
person (usually their fetishes)

2) Quote tweets said person to get his fanbase
to harass them (This happened with me)

3) Respond without Quote tweeting with a
somewhat mocking tone, which still gets his
fanbase to harass the person calling Ruben
out.

I want to demonstrate this through the evidence
I’ve collected during my observations. With this
said, let’s begin!

ANTIFUR
This isn’t that bad, I’ll admit, but it’s still a
problem. Firstly, I’ll show what he says and then
I’ll show what his fans say in regards to said
topic.

(Glorifying a harmful generalization with satire)



(The responses of his fans)

(More fan responses)

(This is a peculiar one because this fan in
particular has an edited Nazi image, with an
antifur image put on it. This is fairly common
with Antifurs.



( I don’t defend condos, but this is a relatively
small one which he picked out specifically because
it was for furries and to push his agenda. )

(I think it’s obvious why this is bad)



( Although Ruben doesn’t appear in this tweet
which I do apologize for in advance as it is
possible to assume I could be faking this image in
particular, the replies make it obvious )



( His fans again making erroneous assumptions and
telling people to kill themselves. )



( This post
https://twitter.com/CaptArgo24/status/170743487843
6774108 is related and is something that Ruben
over the course of this document will not
understand; People have fetishes, and that’s okay.
)

https://twitter.com/CaptArgo24/status/1707434878436774108
https://twitter.com/CaptArgo24/status/1707434878436774108


( Ruben’s fans begin to publicly shame the
individual. )









( They [Ruben’s fanbase] simply do not care about
Ruben’s actions. )

( Middle image tells the person to kill
themselves, a reoccuring theme! )



Transphobia
Now this is a problem. Picture people who wish to
live their lives as the opposite gender from which
they were assigned at birth. Difficult enough,
isn’t it? Now add the amount of people who dislike
transgender individuals. I may be a little biased
due to my more moralist views and the idea of
everyone being able to have their own identity,
but what Ruben and his community does to trans
figures is disgusting.





( Ruben Sim, someone who at that time had a
somewhat smaller but still MASSIVE account,
decides to tell people to follow FursPostingLs.

Why is this transphobia? Well..
https://web.archive.org/web/20230930221109/https:/
/twitter.com/FursPostingLs

- Uses transphobic banner which ridicules a
trans creator

- Transphobia 1

https://web.archive.org/web/20230930221109/https://twitter.com/FursPostingLs
https://web.archive.org/web/20230930221109/https://twitter.com/FursPostingLs


- Transphobia 2 (ValidLs is another extremely
popular anti-trans account which got suspended
as of late. The reply was to a picture of a
trans person’s arm which is also no longer
visible.)

- Transphobia 3 (53% is the suicide/self
harm rate I believe)

So after a callout post with this info, you
would’ve expected Ruben to have responded,
yes?

No, he didn’t. It was only after another
separate post.



I’ll show that later, but for now, here’s what
Ruben’s fans said about it and what they said
about the people who agreed with me.
(https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/17296975
89212156169)

The person in the next image who had their name
censored for privacy reasons is a trans person
(MtF)

https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/1729697589212156169
https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/1729697589212156169




( Harassment towards a trans person from a Ruben
fan. )

Next person:

( Simply “Cry”. A natural yet idiotic response as
it doesn’t prove nor disprove nor even argue
anything at all. )



( I called Zeezy a pedophile in the Original Post
because she is indeed one. [Notice the “dude” in
the reply, however I will not judge that as that’s
just one impression.]

Ruben’s behavior in that image however was
unacceptable:



( This is an old Discord interface, which is why
it looks so weird. )

( Another transphobic Ruben fan who has seemingly
confused being transgender with being a pedophile.
All studies on the topic have used very small data
points and it is impossible to properly conclude
that it is true or false. There must be a larger
sample in order to conclude anything valid. )



( Referring to the image. Although I believe this
is satire in some regard, it’s still not positive
to glorify that kind of behavior.



1) This was a while ago
2) This rhetoric of “hopping on the LGBTQ train to
groom minors” is something I find completely
questionable to take as fact. Most of these people
speak out of their ass, which is what you’ll end
up seeing and have been seeing for the entire
document.





The explanation is already there

As for this guy

Grooming is bad, but two wrongs don’t make a
right. Just because there’s a pedophile doesn’t
mean you have the right to insult them repeatedly
and disrespect them.

As for the Bluefolf stuff:



Ruben misgendering Bluefolf



Ruben doubling down after I respond to him,
showing Bluefolf’s fetishes. Notice the 18+ group
chat, the consenting environment, and everything
else which makes Ruben simply petty here and



nothing else.

This sums it up perfectly.

Ruben guided his fans on a shock reaction in order
to get them to side with him over something
perfectly normal.



GOKU SPECIAL APPEARANCE WTF

(same guy from earlier)



Him making fun of someone who reported a user with
the name “TrannySlayr1488” and the user in
question was not banned even with a slur in their
name.



( Clear transphobia… They didn’t know Ruben was so
“based”... Pathetic. )

Alright, now let’s take another look at a post
joking with Ruben… It’s a furry!



https://twitter.com/you_but_worse/status/173048788
9916739611

Now what can you expect from this?

( This is… surprisingly actual satire. )

https://twitter.com/you_but_worse/status/1730487889916739611
https://twitter.com/you_but_worse/status/1730487889916739611


And then there’s this.

I love using the fallacies to show people’s
unadulterated ignorance in the modern world.

Does being a furry / liking vore art invalidate
your arguments? No. Thinking like this is what
Ruben Sim fans and Ruben himself actively use to
hide from their accusations.



More transphobia



More harassment/transphobia

Ruben making fun of someone and calling them a
retard after they pleaded with Ruben to leave them



alone because of the amount of harassment they
were getting.

Even more harrassment

I should have categorized this before it’s a bit
messy

The user @PolygonSucks3 has been harrassed by Ruben
and his fanbase for a few days now. This is just
some of it;

https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/172999305
1844530451 Ruben quote tweets this post

https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1729993051844530451
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1729993051844530451


(Mauzy was indeed groomed at 14 YEARS OLD into
drawing it and people still harrass her to this
day. Also calling her a pedophile is just wrong
and misinformation)



More harassment







( If you defend furries in his replies, he’ll come
after you! )



(Calling OP mentally ill)



( comparing OP to epstein, as per usual with these
people )





( Yeah, they’re comparing the OP to Epstein. Why
am I not surprised anymore? )



( Video is the “Man I don’t care if she’s 15 I
love young girls” one voiced over dream’s face )



Telling OP to kill themselves



Calling OP epstein + racial slur

Now,
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/172998566
9299048943
Polygon calls Ruben a transphobe, which I have
confirmed as true.

https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1729985669299048943
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1729985669299048943


There wasn’t proof on this post so it’s a bit
stupid.

This is how Ruben’s fans replied after he quote
tweeted Polygon!



( Understandable replies )



( “Based ruben” which enables him further )





( Polygon’s profile picture. I don’t know why
they’re posting that there but alright? )

( This also goes into the transphobia stuff )



( calling them a retard! )





racial slur usage + transphobia



Transphobic soyjack…



the context is lacking here so Tripp is sort of
right but still



“the son of your fucking mother” (Not entirely
accurate as a translation, I am half Colombian
though so I can confirm)

If you don’t like / are neutral to trans people
that’s fine, but if you actively get in their way



and cause them problems you, yourself, are an
issue.
1) “Violating human rights” Source?
2) “Making everyone like them” Not everyone has
to like them, just the majority

3) “If they hate them it’s not okay” It’s not
okay to hate on anyone, and even less so a
minority of people.

Lol



1) refer to what i said before
2) So what if blue has those fetishes? As long
as she does them in private with consenting
adults she has the full right to do quite
literally anything with them. It’s an
overreaction to cause her problems over this.



refer to above..



slurs..

Blatant transphobia using the excuse of Biology.
Fun fact related to Biology; Men can lactate!



Don’t believe me? Here’s a source, the ones that
Ruben fans don’t give you!
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/strange
-but-true-males-can-lactate/
If a man has enough prolactin, they can indeed
lactate.

Anyway, back on topic:

( Telling OP to go kill themself )

It’s not about liking them for having stolen the
money, it’s about not misgendering them and
respecting something as basic as pronouns…?

It is possible to transition with enough
treatment, phalloplasty (gender reaffirmation
surgery) and other medication among other things.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/strange-but-true-males-can-lactate/#:~:text=%22Actually%20a%20significant%20number%20of,can%20lactate%2C%20under%20extreme%20circumstances
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/strange-but-true-males-can-lactate/#:~:text=%22Actually%20a%20significant%20number%20of,can%20lactate%2C%20under%20extreme%20circumstances


It is not possible at this current time, however,
for a transgender woman to have a womb.

Perhaps a transplant may be possible in the
future.

And lastly, the other blatant transphobia which
actually uses the slur. The only person brave
enough out of every transphobe to actually use it
lol.

https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/173070211
0847574445

Polygon’s reply to their own tweet saw even more
backlash, this time from a well-known transphobe
who, guess what, ALSO follows ruben!

https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1730702110847574445
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1730702110847574445


I also find it interesting to note the guy who
requested an interview. Perhaps we can see this
stuff covered in the near future.



…when did bluefolf groom anyone?

responded to this person before, you can see
above.



Calling people subhuman pedophiles is what causes
harassment to occur, and (fun fact) is one of the
stages of how a genocide occurs, specifically the
Dehumanisation stage.

Quote: “Dehumanisation – Those perceived as
‘different’ are treated with no form of human
rights or personal dignity. During the
Genocide against the Tutsi in Rwanda, Tutsis
were referred to as ‘cockroaches’; the Nazis
referred to Jews as ‘vermin’.”

(https://www.hmd.org.uk/learn-about-the-holocaust-
and-genocides/what-is-genocide/the-ten-stages-of-g
enocide)

Just a fun fact, nothing more. I like making
things interesting!

https://www.hmd.org.uk/learn-about-the-holocaust-and-genocides/what-is-genocide/the-ten-stages-of-genocide
https://www.hmd.org.uk/learn-about-the-holocaust-and-genocides/what-is-genocide/the-ten-stages-of-genocide
https://www.hmd.org.uk/learn-about-the-holocaust-and-genocides/what-is-genocide/the-ten-stages-of-genocide


Ah yes, misgendering them and calling bluefolf a
slur.



( Racial slur )



Because they wish to identify as a woman. You can
call people who identify as men, men but it’s
hateful to call a biological male who identifies
as a woman a man. Biological means nothing now at
this point due to how science has advanced and how
a person can change themselves regardless of what
they were born as.



Masculinity and femininity are sexist terminology.
Why? Because in ancient times it was used to make
boys feel inferior. Things like “Boys don’t cry!”
are sexist terms that still seep through in a
modern society.

It’s bad to insult all 3 of those.

This has nothing to do with the post..

again calling them a pedophile, refer to above



And now the reply to the reply to the post.
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/173070298
8979609802

https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1730702988979609802
https://twitter.com/PolygonSucks3/status/1730702988979609802


(not sure if he’s strangling the black girl in the
back of the image with the whip)





In private with consenting adults, which is
totally fine.

another trans slur..



The image from before



tiger from winnie the pooh leaving disappointed



Just seems like a lot of words mashed together to
try to make her look bad tbh

And lastly, even more harassment.





Oh yeah,



Ruben’s indoctrination program makes him Hitler? I
don’t think so, but he’s being extremely close to
becoming a figure that is similar to Hitler.

Identity isn’t self destruction.

Conclusion
Ruben Sim is a transphobic antifur who hides
behind a rapidly crumbling facade of satire. This
isn’t something that’s new, moreso something that
has been building up over the course of months and
that I’ve grown tired of.

I’ve called out Ruben a few times before, however
I do not think his behavior will change and he
will keep doing this.

Ruben Sim is indoctrinating
impressionable children from his
audience and turning them into
antifurs and transphobes who will
then go on to spread his message to
other groups.



This is not satire anymore. Ruben organizes hate
campaigns against people he doesn’t like simply by
quote tweeting them with snarky and sarcastic
messages, and he has been doing this for over a
year at this point. His fans are manipulated,
deceived and lied to on a daily basis under the
message of Ruben being this “based deity” who is
destroying all the furries one tweet at a time.

There’s no justifying this, there’s no defending
this, and I plead for everyone who is not yet
infected by this delusion, this hivemind, this
toxic environment Ruben has created, to fight back
and find ways to inform his fans.

There is still time to fix this. There is still
time to fix everything that Ruben has done to the
individuals who were at one point vulnerable, and
they were then taken advantage of by Ruben.

I plead with all of you to post this document in
Ruben’s comment sections, and inform the people
who are either about to listen to Ruben or have
heard of him. We must destroy the delusion
together, and we cannot work alone. Coordination
may take place, however with the work of many we
can achieve one common goal;

The eradication of Ruben Sim.
Fight for a better tomorrow, show them wrong, destroy the weak minded ignorant ideals, because together we are strongest.

Thank you for reading.



Other resources:
Original Tweets:
https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/172969758
9212156169
https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/173074094
4276685156
Ruben’s reply to said tweets:
https://twitter.com/realRubenSim/status/1730782670
643437652

Update: I worded something wrong on page 25.

Removed the “I think”.

That’s basically the only thing he criticized,
which means he must cherry-pick something else
until he moves on.

BTW WATCH THIS ITS GOLD
https://twitter.com/WhiteSnakefanb2/status/1731120
859094409435 I LOVE THE KAIJU CINEMATIC UNIVERSE
(this is our national anthem)

https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/1729697589212156169
https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/1729697589212156169
https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/1730740944276685156
https://twitter.com/KaijuParadize/status/1730740944276685156
https://twitter.com/realRubenSim/status/1730782670643437652
https://twitter.com/realRubenSim/status/1730782670643437652
https://twitter.com/WhiteSnakefanb2/status/1731120859094409435
https://twitter.com/WhiteSnakefanb2/status/1731120859094409435


We are the oppressed people of Ruben Sim’s
terrorist reign, and now we must overpower him and
his hivemind. Together we are stronger and more
powerful than ever before. Come on, my people. We
shall prove that Ruben cannot crush us, and that
we will prove to be superior once more.

I deeply apologize to the victims of this tragedy,
of this document, to the ones who have been hurt
by what Ruben has done and to the ones who keep
fucking glorifying him?!

Yeah I don’t know, it’s incredibly idiotic that
people keep defending transphobia/racism/any other
bigotry in this day and age.

Respect others, please. That’s like, the basic
human standard. It’s just respecting identity,
gender, among other things.

It doesn’t matter who a person is or what they
have done, it’s still important for you and I to
recognize that things like insulting them, calling



them subhuman, among other things hurts them just
as anyone else may be hurt.

You may argue I am biased towards trans people,
even assume that I am from the left. I am a bit
biased towards trans people, but fuck the left
centrist 4eva

wait i just saw this

Was it actually a virus link?


